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Incentives 

 

Industrial Recruitment for jobs and increased property tax base is an international competition.  While 

there are certain norms, ultimately, there are no rules.  An example of this comes from Eddie Swartz, 

Founder and Chairman of Static Control Components.  He stated to the Chamber that Vietnam will build 

plants and give them to a company that will locate its plant there.  In certain neighboring states incentives 

can range from large upfront payments to tax abatement.  The State of North Carolina has a competitive 

incentive program that works with local county and municipal governments to provide, primarily, property 

tax abatements based on initial and incremental investment and job creation.  As is evidenced by the loss 

of Continental Tire and other significant employers to South Carolina (with a Tea Party Governor and the 

most conservative Senator in the US Senate, SC is not a bastion of liberal thinking), North Carolinaʼs 

program does not rank at the top of the list of the amounts that other states are providing to lure industry 

to their states much less other countries. 

 

500% Return on Investment 

 

If someone offered you a proven investment that had yielded a 500% return so far, wouldnʼt you take a 

look?  Incentives are, for the most part, very straight forward.  If qualified, a company can have a 50% of 

the property taxes they will pay based on their new investment waived for 5 years.  Keep in mind, this is 

investment that the county or city would not otherwise be in a position to tax as it would not occur.  There 

are other elements that are provided from the State of North Carolina such as training programs, etc., but 

local (Lee County, City of Sanford and Town of Broadway) investment is paid through the form of property 

tax abatements.  While there has been a lot of discussion about “wasting taxpayer money on incentives”, 

here is what incentives have done for Lee County and the City of Sanford from 1997-2011: 

 

         Percentage of 

         Taxes Received 

    Incentives Total Taxes  Vs. Incentive  

Municipal Govʼt  Paid Out Received to Date Paid Out to Date   

Lee County   $9,691,805 $49,392,394     509.63% 

City of Sanford               $1,215,984 $19,246,813  1,582.81% 
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No 3-point shot  

 

What Commissioner Womack and his team want to do is the equivalent of a Chancellor telling his 

basketball coach that they canʼt use the 3-point shot; you can just win the game without these.  How often 

do you think that would happen?  Not too often.  We didnʼt get the Caterpillar plant expansion just 

because Lee County has a great workforce and high quality of life.  It was a combination of factors, but 

the financial incentives package is among the most important.  Clearly Continental Tire and its 1500 jobs 

were swayed by the financial package in the end.  While up front incentives such as Continental Tire 

received from South Carolina must be carefully evaluated in tandem with the Stateʼs support before 

incentives such as those that are winning companies for South Carolina and Georgia are granted; the loss 

of 50% of the future property tax revenue for 5 years in exchange for new investment and jobs that has 

provided a minimum of a 500% return to the tax payers of Lee County seems like a winning strategy we 

should keep. 

 

Incentives are a part of the national and international landscape for industrial recruitment for jobs and 

property tax base investment.  We can choose to participate and arm our Economic Development 

Corporation with the most competitive tools we can find or we can choose to hope that we will be able to 

locate large job creators without any incentives as it appears Commissioner Womack and his team 

advocate.  Hope is not a strategy.  You know that without a 3-point shot, Lee County, the City of Sanford 

and the Town of Broadway wonʼt even be in the game. 

 

ABOUT LEE EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IE-PAC 

Lee Education and Economic Development Independent Expenditure Political Action Committee (LEED 

IE-PAC) is a bipartisan political organization founded by Lee County business leaders focused on sound 

educational and economic initiatives. LEED IE-PACʼs purpose is to support political candidates, 

regardless of party affiliation, who bring strong ideas to the political process. It measures educational 

success through test scores, graduation rates, teacher retention and advances in classroom technology. 

LEED IE-PAC supports economic development legislation with an emphasis on business recruitment and 

retention, cultural arts and quality of life initiatives in Lee County.  
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